Please handle the iPad carefully and respectfully. Keep the iPad in its
cover at all times and away from food and drink. Never run with the iPad.
It is for your learning and if damaged you will be unable to use it.
Follow the teacher’s instructions when using the iPad. Keep the iPad closed in class until the
teacher instructs you to use it.
Ask your teacher’s permission before using, taking or sharing photos, videos or audio
electronically. Inappropriate photos, videos or audio are not to be stored on the iPad.
Your iPad is for learning, not for use at lunch, recess, before or after school. Please make sure it is
locked in the filing cabinet and returned to the iPad trolley to be charged at the end of the day [if it
is a school iPad]. Personal iPads must be taken home every night, charged and returned to school
the following day.
Never delete or add any Apps on a school iPad or add an iTunes or email account. Home Apps
are not to be used at school and must be kept in a separate folder
Only use the Internet with an adult’s permission and supervision, and only on those sites that the
school has given you permission for.
Your password is for your use only. It should only be shared with authorised adults ie. teacher,
parents. Attempting to gain or use another user’s ID, password or personal information will result
in immediate suspension of privileges.
You are not to use the iPad to access any social media site ie. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat etc. User agreements for such sites require you to be 13+. It is illegal. All
notifications must be turned off any social media sites as well as iMessage. iMessage is not to be
used at school.
Cyberbullying will not be tolerated and will also result in immediate suspension. Please tell a
teacher if there is a problem with the iPad or you feel you have been a victim of Cyberbullying.
Always take a screenshot to keep any evidence.
Parents will be informed of any inappropriate use and the privilege of the iPad will be removed for
a period of time. This will be strictly adhered to.
Teaching staff will check the iPads regularly.

If I breach any part of this agreement I will have my iPad privilege suspended for a period of
time and my parents will be notified. The 1st breach will be a 1 week suspension, the 2nd a
month suspension and the 3rd will result in an indefinite suspension. If the result of the
breach is severe enough I will go straight to the indefinite suspension. See diagram below

NOTE: Theft or behavior that vilifies,
defames, degrades or humiliates another
person will automatically go to the top
tier. This includes Cyberbullying!
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